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SUBJECT: GROUP 63 SEMINAR ON MAGNETISM, XXVI 

Tos Group 63 Staff 

From* Arthur L. Loeb and Norman Menyuk 

Dates February h, 1953 

In the previous lecture we found (equation XXXV-13) 

i 

wherein the factor H„ft represents the amount of admixture of w o 

This equation leads to difficulties if two or more diag
onal terms are equal or differ by less than the off-diagonal terms. 
This difficulty arises from the summation term, since it will not 
converge for the case Ĥ  *=* H, ,. 

Before continuing with the general discussion of the prob
lem, a special example will be studied. We will consider the dia
tomic molecule consisting of two protons and one electron. The po
tential V of the molecule is shown by the solid line of Figure 5l« 
This curve is approximated by Vo • V where Vo is essentially the 
same as V everywhere except at the center of the molecule. Here, 
Vo ̂ > V, as indicated by the heavy dashed line of Figure 51. The 
difference between the potentials V - Vo • V . Therefore, V is 
negative and is indicated by the shaded region of Figure 5l» Hence 
H1 will be negative in this problem. 
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Figure 51 

The levels will be doubly degenerate throughout the 
range of energy levels since the energy term due to proton I and 
the electron will h^ve its counterpart due to proton II and the 
electron. All the energy levels of I will interact with all the 
levels of II, but since the amplitude of the interaction term 
varies inversely with the energy difference, we will first ignore 
all terms but the one between corresponding levels* 

If the electron is associated with proton I we have 

as indicated by dotted line of Figure 51. 

If electror : -sociated with proton II we have 

5f = T£ e * 
as indicated by dashed line of Figure 51» 

These functions correspond to the same energy E°. 

In the general case, for perturbed functions, we must 
write 

-^(t)-Z^^^ . xxiv-3 
1 

Therefore, for OUT- ~ase 
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We only consider two terms, since we know that the 
admixture of the other states is much smaller* 
From XXIV-5, 

<* jj? =M,C, + H„. Ct 

We have defined 

, o We saw in Figure 51 that the only difference between 77 
and T^ i s that the in ters :nds are displaced with respect to each 
other in space. Therefore, since we are integrating over a l l space 
to obtain M, ani A/tt, , we can say 

H,» /*,- H 1 
Similarly I XXVI-3 

From (Xm-3>. (XXVT-2). nnd (XXV-3) 

H'C, + (V-«;c»- 0 
Therefore ,„ 

This is completely analogous to the resultant frequencies we 
obtained on solving the two-identical-coupled-oscillator problem. 
(See Lecture Hi). 

In order to solve for C and (L, we first consider the 
case E - H - H'. 

Then 
H,C/ • H'C^ -

and 

%-cjr-f:) x m * 
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On the other h*nd, for E - H + H', 

H'C - H'C, - 0 

and 

xxvi-$b 

In ^ruation XXVT-5a interchanging the atoms changes 
the sign of "jj • Therefore,7?* is called an antisymmetric wave 
function. 

On the other hand, in equation XXVT-jTb, changing the 
atoms leaves"3£ unchanged. " ^ is therefore a symmetric wave 
function. 

From equation XX7-3, we have c 

If we assume that if , ri , ~*A , and x£ i.n equations 
XXVI-? are normalized, we have 

Therefore, iH-H*l + ~\ 

%~Tr(t+Ve J. 
Both functions correspond to stationary states of dif

ferent energy. "Ĵ " is the state of lower energy because H!<1 0. 

Since 2 ^ and W _ a*e ntisfactory solutions, their sum 
ind difference are too. u^. r . 
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On considering the probabiHty functions "<? see 

_ Thus at time t • 0, the probability distribution of the 
IrJ function is the same as that of "j^* while theJX function 
4.v»o the sane probability distribution us JPJ . However, the func
tion? "Yj and ~l?i are not stationary, ana ai, time 7*» *7Viw' +ne 

probauxiitv distribution of the "5j function is toe same u that, of 
")£* an- "̂ * leads to tne same probability distribution M ) ^ # • 
At 't.im̂ 'f = *75/kr' the probability distribution is the sane «s at 
tir.ie r«o. thus, iiP",/1 and'/"ff^/* are fluctuating between the 
prob oility dl str LDlition of the individual wells. This indicates 
that if a particle in one well is Approached by another well, 
the particle will be in the other well after a while and will os
cillate between the wells. 

If a particle in a well is approached by many wells (e. g., 
a condensed system), the psrtiele will initially be in tie first 
well and then will migrate amongst all the wells. 

The initial, unperturbed wave functions would then form 
a set ft", 7£*__, P*..-, Vht---> eacn function representing the 
particle in one of tne j£ ..PIT". Solving the perturbation problem 
results in a wave function "H" which at"f > 0 is very unlikely to 
return to its original value. This is analogous to multiple peri
odic motions (Lissajous figures) in classical mechanics. The larger 
the values of 9. , the smaller the probability of the system's 
returning to its original state • When Jt is very large, the 
problem is treated statistically. As more terms y ^ jecome ad
mixed I n ? i the randomness of the system increases, or, in 
statisticax language, the entropy increases. The latter result is 
well-known. 

Physical Relationships 

Let us consider the one—dimensional case, with the pro-
tens located to the left and right of the ordinate axis of Figure 52, 
as indicated by the asterisks. The various wave functions will then 
appear as shown* 
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FUlJCTlO** 

+ *') 

Figure £2 

Fo*K.Tl o M 

"fcTien the ware f-metion is in the symmetrical atste, the 
electron spends a good deal of time beta the protons (̂ s shov 
dotted line in Figure £?). In ths symmetrica] .v, the <?!>-
spend* little time between the protons. For the syr>.T.i.-trical easi , 
there is therefore probability of the electron's shielding oi.e 
proton frow. the other tnan for the asymmetries] c ~e« 

Ltie I property of the symmetrical and sntisy -
aetr 4cl v"-ve fi Jtions is taat 

fT/)/'Ts dr XXVT-7 

.•-.. there is no transition between a symmetrica] ;n antisym-
metrical 3ystem. 

Thus, in s nu.trix, both the row =.n" the column of any 
non-sero element will correspond to a symmetrical or an asym> 

iral wave function. If the row corresponds to a symmetr' 
function and the column to an asy ietrica3 function (or vice 
), the element will be zero* Thi is illustrated by the ma

trix low: 

t t i 
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Let us return to the more general degeneracy proble , 
where we hid a large number of degenerate levels. We have the 
set of degenerate levels contained in a sub-m?.trix. Then we can 
treat the degenerate unperturbed states by perturbation theory if 
we first diagonalise the sub-matrix. This, in effect, removes 
the degeneracy. 

Thus in the case of the system of the two protons <nd 
one elytron we effectively iiagonalised the ° x 2 matrix by deal
ing witi. f ; ; i £ instead : "J",0 J i * . 

If the - "' - 'v>s are zero, 

y (La. = ° = o 

Thus the troublesome terms are removed from the* ?••-. ation. 

: :;/bs 

Group 6' (?0) 
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